
*4 cvDear
!Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags
used in___________
wasteful pieces of trash.

, and to support a statewide ban on these

4> Sincerely,

i t \ Lif v-1Liu > &_-__j____,____
' <rT/fc>

Print name
7-Street

City State ZIPENVIRONMENT
u /CALIFORNIA Email

Phone ( Volunteer?



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end upas litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

. Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do what^er you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in
wasteful pieces of trasm

, and to support a statewide ban on these
,v

Sincerely,

„ £Pf2_
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tsr-UPrint name

Street

City State
ENVIRONMENT

EmailCALIFORNIA Volunteer?Phone



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

& t
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to dp whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in L-ot~^ ( 
wasteful pieces of trash.

.

£fand to support a statewide ban on these
v

Sincerely,
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Print name
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OoLuoMlyvuiiMlo<2^'Dear

Keep Plastic Out 
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on these
%

used in
wasteful pieces of trasl

fcj. •

m Sincerely,
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Dear OcSik-VULiA
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in Lo^ iqH#j 
wasteful pieces of trasn.

, and to support a statewide ban on these
|, V

14^/0*Sincerely,

on4 \j
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Print name
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(WvL-yv^&A. Wl/ UUfyX^>YDear

Keep Plastic Out 
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in LoS /WwjjV) _, and to support a statewide ban on these
wasteful pieces of trash:

Sincerely,

Print name7 ■

______________

(pr/oG0A zip

Street

City
ENVIRONMENT

EmailCALIFORNIA Volunteer? □Phone (



Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-t^-1.

Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific

SB All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

fti fi
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in i .k. 
wasteful pieces of trash.

, and to support a statewide ban on these
»

Sincerely,
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Print name
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.* ■

>'i
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags
used in___________
wasteful pieces of trash.

, and to support a statewide ban on these
C7

Sincerely,
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.

74* • s Sincerely,
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.,v

Sincerely,
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■wwaWW 1 Print name

Street
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.

Sincerely,

jPrint name

Sh *)15-in c>i>

L* \-evncl e\ I
b jOStreet

£ zip *7 / .3- c> 5~~ 

s> K K \ j a o /c
-c StateCity _

Email

Phone (3-23 ) 3^ ~ 3 / ^ /

ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Volunteer?



Dear ^ dc A'l CooL

Keep Plastic Out 
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.-■>

#>H

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags
used in___________
wasteful pieces of trash.

, and to support a statewide ban on these

3 Sincerely,

J o y\ ^ ^i* ** Print name

Street C s 4. - C ^ f 4 *? CV.___________

City Cl A state ___ ZIP .3 ( ^ * r

Email

Phone ( Y ! (-37

ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Volunteer?



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end upas litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

M‘S'
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags
used in___________
wasteful pieces of trash.

, and to support a statewide ban on these

Sincerely,*s

12. -3-tS? ct,
&S7 r/l'Print name

Street

City State ___ ZIP_5
/ENVIRONMENT

Phone ( ) 5^/G
EmailCALIFORNIA >^Z

Volunteer?



LA Ci h^Cowi6-f |Dear
Keep Plastic Out

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you.to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 

Wr , and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.

Sincerely,

Print name

Street __

City LflUnAftL 
rVt(yt c-\.

..... ................

S> ■ 6»/V'.rdui
m

i :

opr 7|p m roSState
ENVIRONMENT \ 'ps,EmailCALIFORNIA Volunteer?Phone (



Dear uA C rr'-f C<?^A-t \
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now, 
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in AU&^rS 
wasteful pieces of trash.

««»»
, and to support a statewide ban on these

X

Sincerely,

Print name VO1
Street '^ • 6/VQ/V~( 

_ State SS A 

(? Mz\c. L*
zip_3ilMiCity ^

Email .^By.Qb£
ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Volunteer?Phone (



LA Cib) Ct>u*cilDear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. ~ '
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.IsSN
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on these
2? used in l,n<r /) ^

wasteful pieces of trash:TW Y
> Sincerely,

\/J (ri^»o*is &IA
Crj&dAsL

AA r K ^i (KPrint nameELS

Street
WO lState J2V_ ZIPCity

ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Email 

Phone (J;
JtV ) m >3>C Volunteer?

895^



Lg Cfiij ((mil IDear

Keep Plastic Out
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

•i
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in [ i!> (-,./]/. Q. l~,. and to support a statewide ban on these 
wasteful pieces of trash^

A

Sincerely,

r*2 Lii V bL y Wt\ n Lrfyy 
T U y, q l Sr

City L V 

Email

Print name

Street

State __ ZIP 4ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Volunteer?Phone (



Como)Dear

Keep Plastic Out 
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.SSSfoji
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on these
wasteful pieces of tr^n.
used in

|j»
f

Sincerely,

■ Print name

Street S^/6 dfa/fOSe
9/3-06Cd ZIPStateCity

ENVIRONMENT 7 COn-,TjQ'U / O j OEmail

Volunteer?Phone
^^2D



Dear L A.-C C.Q J ^\\
Keep Plastic Out

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now, 
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

til
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 

C.-rV~ ' , and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.

Sincerely,

Print name

City WWlfeML- State -Oh

Street _

i\Q2o_ZIP
ENVIRONMENT

EmailCALIFORNIA Volunteer?Phone (



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatevw you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in /frW-'C*,
wasteful pieces of trash. •

, and to support a statewide ban on these

Sincerely,

iuL. U'i! £Print name

{& (4/PA\&\Ar\ qIjZ

zip /Z 0(0

Street

StateMO&City
ENVIRONMENT

EmailCALIFORNIA Volunteer?Phone (



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

at«
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on these
i»>

U0.used in 
wasteful pieces of trash.

Sincerely,

U3lo Kr. Lou>sc Sr _*Mc>7
____ zip^Z-OLp

| ui os fUrbfljS.CirrA

Print name

Street

City _____ State

Email ft r> Aft. > <\rAaAiQ. F j (
ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Phone (in _)i Volunteer?



Dear C'\~M

Keep Plastic Out 
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now, 
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

ji
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on theseU Aused in
wasteful pieces of trash.,v

Sincerely,

Af* Sr. -ft / z.-

City &u£u.>frt~£-
, /uY

(\^cb - 7-ffrz-

rPrint name

Street

GA ZIPState
ENVIRONMENT

EmailCALIFORNIA
Volunteer?Phone



O Q‘>| cwdLDear

Keep Plastic Out
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.ssiN
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in L‘ ^ 
wasteful pieces of trash.

Mh
, and to support a statewide ban on these

Sincerely,

(Xsi-ftx k a Vj-Print name

State'

Street

City <,,q 

Email

ZIP
ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Volunteer?Phone (



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.

Sincerely,
hJFfri

i sl£££L- 5 //rt m on£

STo oi
NMlftjJooO State Cn~ ZIP9/fO/

Jn sm/noMs /psytgsGmil_._

Print name

Street

City
ENVIRONMENT

O^EmailCALIFORNIA Phone (/($__ ) Volunteer?



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians tfpw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

*; ' Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in L c^> nhA to support a statewide ban on these
wasteful pieces of trash. Jk V

Sincerely,

mm c&v.Print name

Street

City State ZIP
C^tENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Email

Volunteer?Phone ( )



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you^p do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.

*

* Sincerely,
\JT, L-0

City ft nht (AliWs -.1,1,/ /\

Print nam

Street

ZIP
ENVIRONMENT

EmailCALIFORNIA Volunteer? □Phone (



t<S\AsK*A Iffolsuihbr'Dear

Keep Plastic Out 
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 

________ , and to support a statewide ban on these

^<4

used in
wasteful pieces of trash

Sincerely, 

Print name s
~2

t Stated Q£-lJh\P___CA~
, CovA-

City
ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA Email

Volunteer?Phone (



Osu /i r,t! kzjTDear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. “ '
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in CoS

L»»V»
, and to support a statewide ban on these

wasteful pieces of trash.«

\ Sincerely, ^

Print name \ Ls &oy\
Street 1 AWlfl/ ’ ....... . _

City ? CAlP9 °

Email

iv*:
...

i

ENVIRONMENT

CALIFORNIA
Volunteer?Phone (

473^



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in Tv-ft Q|#V€J 
wasteful pieces of trasm

, and to support a statewide ban on these

Sincerely,

m Print name

yZIP __

Phone (3/& ) S 7(73 £? )

Street

Cit
ENVIRONMENT

EmailCALIFORNIA
Volunteer?



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

9
Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in
wasteful pieces of trash.

E*v
. and to support a statewide ban on these

Sincerely,

fit 4Hsfvj)) eft 
/fill VsrAf tSoS

Print name

Street

City o ZIPState
ENVIRONMENT

EmailCALIFORNIA Volunteer?Phone (



Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now, 
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whateveryou can to reduce the number of plastic bags 
used in
wasteful pieces of tra^n.

and to support a statewide ban on these
I. V
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash., I
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3Keep Plastic Out 
of the Pacific

Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end upas litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags
used in___________
wasteful pieces of trash.
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.>
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Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California’s economy.
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Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.,0
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now, 
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.*3

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags
used in___________
wasteful pieces of trash.
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.

Nothing we use for a few minutes should pollute our ocean for hundreds of 
years. I urge you to do whatever you can to reduce the number of plastic bags

, and to support a statewide ban on theseused in
wasteful pieces of trash.
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Dear
Keep Plastic Out 

of the Pacific
Californians throw away more than 123,000 tons of plastic bags each year, 
and too many of them end up as litter, polluting our ocean. Right now,
millions of tons of trash are swirling off our coast in the North Pacific 
Gyre; in some parts of the ocean, plastic outweighs plankton 6-to-1.

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic coasts, 
threatens public health, and jeopardizes California's economy.
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